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pluckstrum

LOGOS

M USIC L ESSONS

The Good Op Shop
[Thrift Store, Castlemaine]

Pluckstrum Music Lessons
[Private Music Lessons, Castlemaine]

No Room For Family Violence
[Card Set Branding for Innovative Resources]

Silk Tree Chinese Medicine
[Chinese Medicine Practitioner, Reservoir]

The Konnection Club
[Dating Service, Bendigo]

Mount Alexander Cycling
[Cycling Advocacy Group, Castlemaine]

Maldon Cycling
[Riding Group, Maldon]

Candid Tiny House
[Branding for Fred’s Tiny Houses Podcast,
Castlmaine]

Medspa Elysium
[Beauty Services, Ballarat]

SILK TREE
CHINESE MEDICINE

MOUNT ALEXANDER

CYCLING

HEALTHIER

THREES UARE

BABIES
STRONGER

TEETH

LOGOS cont...
Threesquare

URCOT
PARTICIPATION RESEARCH INNOVATION

[Small Design Studio, Melbourne]

Healthier Babies = Stronger Teeth
[Public Health Campaign for The D3 Group]

URCOT
[Policy Research Unit of RMIT, Melbourne]

Embrace Family Nutrition

ILLAWARRA

[Cooking workshops, Newcastle]

Illawarra Music Solutions
[Booking agency for emerging bands, NSW]

Sonic State Design

embrace

MUSIC
SOLUTIONS

I MMER SI VE SO UN D EXPER I EN C ES

FAMILY NUTRITION

[Sound designer/artist, Melbourne]

Little Mystery Records
[Independent jazz label, New York]

Monday Collective
[Textile artist, Castlemaine]

Gas Consulting
[Business/Marketing consultant, Melbourne]

SONIC STATE DESIGN

MONDAY
collective

THE D3 GROUP
The D3 Group are a translational
research and education network
spanning the Developmental Dental
Defects (DDD = D3) sector originally
in Australia and New Zealand (the
Hub) and increasingly around the
world. I have worked with Mike
Hubbard the Founder & Director for
many years on a variety of projects
as well as developing our brand.
Here is a snapshot of our brand
logos currently, I wanted to develop
consistency to the mother logo
which was The D3 Group with both
colour and typography. The D3
Group is our professional face for
dentists and scientists, whereas our
Chalky Teeth Campaign is targeted
at the public to help promote this
public health issue. Along with the
logos I have created and illustrated
prominent branding figures including
Sam and Toothy. We regularly call
on these brand elements as you can
see in the various documents to help
promote our brand as well as our
key messages.

TRAILERS MAGAZINE
Fred’s Tiny Houses are a local
business who specialise in building
not only tiny houses but also trailers.
Fred & Shannon came to me with
a very exciting brief which was to
create an online 30pg magazine to
promote their trailers. The target
audience was mainly for females,
but they also wanted to tap into the
younger market. They really wanted
the magazine to be full of great
visuals and be engaging as they
knew the content may come
across a bit dry.
For the front cover, I was given
the shot of Alexa with the trailer,
however it was shot on a really dull
grey day and with a fairly average
background of a backyard. I decided
to bring the photo to life by finding
a new background and then blended
the two images and retouched
the image to make it look like a
new photo. Fred & Shannon were
absolutely wrapped with it as well as
the final magazine.

FRED’S TINY HOUSES
BROCHURES
Fred & Shannon were holding an
Open Day for their business and
wanted to have a few brochures
designed that they could hand out
on the day. We decided that an A5
brochure was a perfect size for a
give away and there were 3 to be
designed all up. Two showcasing
tiny houses that they had built and
one showcasing their trailers.
The brochures were a fantastic
challenge as I had to fit quite a
lot of content into a small canvas
as well as showcase a lot of their
photos, whilst making it easy to
digest the information.

CASTLEMAINE
COMMUNITY HOUSE
Whilst working with Greengraphics,
I was assigned the task of designing
the Castlemaine Community House
Annual Report for 3 years. Each brief
was very open, I was able to design
a front cover and design theme to
my liking. For each year I designed
a front cover that spoke of the year
that was. 2017/2018 was the year
that CCH moved to its new home,
so I decided to feature this. The lines
were representative of identity (so
fingerprint like lines), so to convey
making its mark on its new home,
and the gradient colours were to
link the previous years report which
celebrated Marriage Equality and
Pride Day.

CASTLEMAINE
COMMUNITY HOUSE
2018/2019 was the year of the
spectacular Spring Ball. It was such
a fantastic ball that year and the
last one before COVID struck. The
marine theme was fun to work with,
and I brought across wavy lines and
a different coloured gradient to tie in
with the previous years report.

CASTLEMAINE
COMMUNITY HOUSE
2019/2020 was the year of the
COVID! CCH actually specified that
the main photo be used to highlight
the community pantry program that
had been implemented. I added
vector designs to enhance the
photo, which were to represent
community coming together which
we saw in spades in this very difficult
year. The lines and colours were the
link from the previous years report.

EXPERIMENTA BOOKLET
Experimenta are a Melbourne
based media arts organisation.
I was extremely excited to be
part of the Utopia Now event and
designed their website, the main
program booklet (pictured) and
some promotional posters for a
coinciding music event.
The booklet was handed over to me
quite late in the plan, so lack of time
was a major hurdle for this job. The
basic grid system had been started
by another designer who then
parted ways with Experimenta. The
booklet is quite lengthy and creating
a grid system that would allow all
the content to remain consistent and
easy to read was a great challenge.
The front cover was topped off with
a UV finish on the type, making the
book a very worthy keepsake for the
event goers.

MIND MATTERS BOOKLET
Peter Twist is based in Queensland
and runs Whole Brain Thinking
workshops. I had already designed
booklets for Peter in the past,
so we had established a good
working relationship.
The booklets are quite lengthy
and need to have enough space
in them for people to write in and
use. For this corporate training
book, I wanted to make the booklet
interesting and dynamic by using
bold typography. I also gave it
a modern retro look by using
repetitive lines and overlayed
colours. The circles represent
the 4 parts of the brain in a
more abstract way.

LIZZIE FLYNN CD
CD album artwork for Brisbane
based singer/songwriter Lizzie Flynn.
Original photography by Polly
Snowden. Album concept, design
and photo retouching by me.
Lizzie’s album focuses on her lyrics,
which are inviting and warm but at
times melancholy and bittersweet.
The blue contrasting with Lizzie’s
red hair provides this contrast, along
with the suggestion to an open
sky to match the title. I thoroughly
enjoyed working on this album, it
was quite a journey and great to
have some creative freedom with
the photography.

LIZZIE FLYNN CD
Showing the 6 panel artwork inside
and outside. The tassels on the
outfit Lizzie was wearing was a
real standout amongst the photos
she offered me. The way they
moved as well as their outspoken
colours brought an element of fun
and humour to the artwork, again
contrasting with some of the moody
and mysterious poses Lizzie held.

NADJE NOORDHUIS CD
Nadje is an extremely talented
jazz trumpeter and composer. An
Australian now calling New York
home, I had the honour of designing
her debut solo album. I was given
complete creative control and had a
wonderful time coming up with the
concept and artwork for the album.
The music I found to be beautiful,
with such depth. I spent a lot of time
listening to the album to experiment
with imagery. The final photography
was an image I took on a very old
school camera of Niagara Falls when
I was visiting Canada. The water
droplets took over most of the shot,
but it turned out quite beautiful. I
retouched and coloured the imagery
to add some warmth but really
wanted to keep it dark and slightly
moody to replicate the depth and
emotions of Nadje’s compositions.

NADJE NOORDHUIS CD
The 6 panel artwork for inside
and outside. I kept the outside
colours consistent with the front
cover imagery, however for the
inside I wanted to deliver more
sophistication and contrast by
using black with the water droplets.
The effect maintains the mood, but
adds a layer of professionalism and
minimalism. There was no booklet
with Nadje’s album.
I was very lucky to have had such
a easy going but responsive client.
The job was an absolute joy to do
overall, with barely any hitches.

ILLUSTRATION

ANXIETY SOLUTIONS
INNOVATIVE RESOURCES
Innovative Resources was founded
by St Luke’s, and is the publishing
arm of Anglicare Victoria. They
create and publish resources that
are steeped in ‘strengths-based
practice’.
Whilst working with Greengraphics
I was given the brief of designing
and illustrating the Anxiety Solutions
card set (for adults), where 50 cards
were to be designed. Each card
was assigned an exercise/solution
with how to deal with anxiety, and
for each I was to convey visually
this exercise. Conceptually I was
to make these cards interesting,
eye-catching, gender-neutral and
inclusive of all kinds of people in the
community. I designed cards using
images and typography, however
in this section I am highlighting
the ones where I created original
illustrations.

ANXIETY SOLUTIONS
INNOVATIVE RESOURCES
More examples of illustrations
created for the card set.

ANXIETY SOLUTIONS
INNOVATIVE RESOURCES
More examples of illustrations
created for the card set.

IT’S JUST ONE OF
THOSE THINGS SAM
One of my briefs working with The
D3 Group was illustrating a story
book educating kids and parents
about Molar Hypomin (chalky teeth).
Mike Hubbard had developed the
story and my brief was to create two
main characters (Sam & PJ) who were
to be gender-neutral and throughout
the book try to include a diverse set
of characters.
I created Toothy as a bonus
character, as I wanted to include a
character that could convey a lot of
the science and dentist information
in a friendly and fun way for kids to
interact with. These are a few pages
from the 28pg book.

IT’S JUST ONE OF
THOSE THINGS SAM
Here are a few more pages from the
booklet.

COMMUNITY INTERLINK
While at Greengraphics I was given
a brief from Community Interlink to
design an illustration they could use
for their branding and presentation
folders.
Community Interlink service aged
residents in their homes in regional
Victoria, so they wanted an
illustration that would be friendly,
eye-catching, represent what they
do and use their brand colours.
I created two versions for
them to use, one that was flat
vector illustration and another
using textures and creating a
3-dimensional feel.

PERSONAL PROJECT
OGRE DRAWING
I have always loved drawing. I was
gifted a sketchbook a while ago and
I decided to challenge myself and
draw straight into the book with
black pen (no pencil first) and draw
whatever came out of my brain.
It was very liberating and I had a
load of fun seeing what I would
come up with.
The ogre you see here stemmed
from a little rabbit character I had
been drawing. The concept is about
our mass consumption of gadgets/
toys/plastic that are usually thrown
away not long after they are bought.
The ogre is a writhing mass of junk
which has an infinite amount of junk
to eat.

PERSONAL PROJECT
OTHER DRAWINGS
The tree monster on the left is
made up of wood and feathers. It
resembles nature at its basic, but
also the lurking beast that is present
if we are not careful and treat it well.
Calvin & Oskar are cats who have
encountered their luckiest day. The
handwritten type around the fish
says: “Calvin & Oskar were delighted
to discover the moon was allergic to
fish”. I had been wanting to try my
hand at the linocut type of drawing
style, so it was fun to try. I have
a fantastic illustration book from
when I was a kid about cats doing
all sorts of weird and humorous
things at night, so there was some
subconscious inspiration from it. I
also love the mystery of the night,
and what animals could get up to.

Thanks for your time. If you would like to
get in touch and talk more, here’s how:

Sharon Dunn - Studio Gold
sharonbluebicycle@gmail.com
0407 898 943

